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Across

1. furry and Australian, lives in trees

3. the nme for a big group of fish all 

swimming together

5. a huge lizard-like animal that is 

now extinct

12. a very big wild animal that lives in 

Africa and Asia and has one or two large 

horns on its nose

13. an animal that has been pullimng 

the weight of humans for centuries

15. a large white bear that lives near 

the north pole

16. a bit like a large grey dog

18. a large white bird

19. a type of chain, where a set of 

plants and animals are linked because 

one eats the one below in the chain

20. a person (man)'s best friend

21. mythical sea creature that is only 

half fish

22. flies, ants, butterflies and ladybirds 

are ...

Down

2. a dead plant or animal that has 

been hidden for millions of years

4. a large fish that you can eat

6. a special box that bees live in

7. a sea animal that is a mammal and 

breathes air

8. a bird that can swim but not fly

9. a big and fierce sea fish

10. a small sea creature with a shell - 

yummy!

11. a sea animal that has a soft clear 

body, and it can sting you!

14. small jumping insect that lives on 

larger animals and suck their blood

17. a small furry animal that digs holes 

and tunnels into the ground

Word Bank

salmon polar insects jellyfish penguin hive

swan wolf dinosaur prawn shoal dog

food mole horse fossil mermaid flea

dolphin shark koala rhinoceros


